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Summary of Report  
 
This is the report from an innovative research study, carrying out experimental 

analyses to identify a ‘catchment area’ form of housing market area. The areas 

defined centre on either the whole Bridging NewcastleGateshead area or one 

of its four constituent Area Development Framework implementation areas. 

 

The information analysed here comes from the 2001 Census and has some 

characteristics which have to be borne in mind when interpreting the results 

(most notably, the private-renter analyses which in some areas are strongly 

affected by students’ moves).  Even so, clear findings emerge and are reported. 
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 1 Context 

 
Bridging NewcastleGateshead (BNG) seek to correct housing market decline 

within their defined area. The boundary of the BNG area embraces a collection 

of urban neighbourhoods in an area from the north west of Newcastle city 

centre through the city’s West End and large areas of inner Gateshead to the 

Newcastle’s outer east riverside area. As it is just part of the wider conurbation, 

the BNG area’s housing market conditions are inevitably shaped by broader 

patterns of supply and demand. In particular, the extent to which there are low 

demand problems in the BNG area will be partly determined by the balance 

between supply and demand in the wider area, and by the extent to which 

housing in the BNG area is very distinctive in comparison to the mix of housing 

in nearby areas. 

 

Recent research studies have established the basic housing market situation in 

the BNG area at the start of the decade. 

 

Nevin and Lee (2003) demonstrated that where a wider housing market is 

relatively weak, it creates the conditions in which low demand is prone to 

emerge in areas where the housing stock mix and other neighbourhood 

feature problems makes them the least attractive option to residents. 

 

Keenan (1999) documented the effect of these forces lowering demand for 

housing in parts of the West End so that neighbourhood abandonment 

became a risk. 

 

Champion and Ford (2001) highlighted the residential preferences which 

led some Newcastle residents to move away from the city to nearby areas; 

surveys for the Gateshead Supply/Demand Analysis and Newcastle 

Housing Requirements study also found that out-migrants’ motives 

emphasised housing and neighbourhood quality. 

 



 

Champion and Coombes (2005) show that the wider Newcastle city region 

has a relatively stable total population, but that this masks a net outflow of 

people in the younger prime working age range (i.e. their 20s and 30s), 

and a strong net inflow of young people, largely for university study. 

 

Coombes et al (2004 and 2005) revealed how the city region is devisible 

into localised housing sub-markets both in terms of clustered patterns of 

movement and with reference to different housing tenure types. 

 

The implication of this body of research is that the housing market prospects for 

the BNG area are closely linked to those of the wider Newcastle city region. 

This report seeks to identify those parts of the region with which the BNG area 

is most closely linked through the movement of households.  

 

The analyses of migration flows which follow here include some which examine 

the specific housing tenure categories that moving households move into. 

There are also separate analyses for each of the four sub-areas into which the 

BNG area is divided for policy delivery, the Area Development Frameworks 

(ADFs). 

 

The report is divided into eight more sections. The next one discusses the 

available data from the 2001 Census which, whilst nearly ideal in some ways, 

has some characteristics which need to be borne in mind when interpreting the 

results which follow. The third section of the report describes the new method 

of analysis developed here to answer the key questions which have prompted 

the research. The following section then reports results for the whole BNG area 

taken collectively. This is followed by four brief sections which each look at one 

of the ADF areas in its own right. Finally there is a very brief discussion of the 

key findings which have emerged and a review of the limitation of the analyses. 



 

2 Migration Data 
 

Due to the need here to compare migration patterns of people living in different 

tenure categories, the analyses have to use a dataset with three key features: 

• it relates to migration in the 12 month period up to Census day 2001 and 

this is now, of course, over 4 to 5 years in the past (nb. one mitigating 

factor here is that these flows are reflecting the very situation which 

prompted the creation of BNG), 

• it is not individual people, nor exactly households, which are counted but 

‘moving groups’ and these were a new category which was introduced 

for the 2001 Census migration data and they are not yet well understood 

(Annex 1 provides some more information on them), and 

•  the smallest areas the dataset is provided for are wards (as at end-2002)  

and these then have to be ‘best fit’ to the BNG and its constituent areas 

(Annex 2 provides a description of this ‘best fit’ process and the resulting 

allocation of wards to the zones used for the analyses here). 

 

Analyses which use individual wards over a large area tend to give a rather 

confusing picture in which the main pattern is obscured by unnecessary detail. 

In addition, there is the problem that wards are of very different size in urban 

and rural areas which tends to put the analyses at risk of small number 

problems in rural areas. These difficulties are side-stepped here by grouping 

wards into zones: these divide up local authority areas so each zone is roughly 

the same size. Most zones are recognisable places (e.g. Derwentside is divided 

into 3 zones, one of which is the Lanchester area while the other two are 

Consett and Stanley). Annex 3 lists the zones, and also forms a key for the 

maps in the report which all show the zone numbers. The four ADFs are single 

zones each. The analyses here are of the flows between, not within, the zones.   

 

Table 2.1 reports the migration flows in and out of the BNG area and its 

constituent ADFs. Comparing each ADF area’s total inflows and total outflows, 

Outer East has a near in/out balance whilst Inner Gateshead has a net inflow.  

A clear net outflow – which might have been expected of all ADFs since they 



 

were identified because they were seeing housing market decline – is found 

only in the North Central and Inner West Newcastle ADFs. In the latter case, 

the effect of students on the data needs to borne in mind (Annex 1 provides 

more details on this point).  

 

Table 2.1 also shows that flows between the ADFs tend not to be large. In the 

case of the Inner Gateshead area, the small flows to the other ADF areas 

appear to bear out local informal understanding that migrating between 

Newcastle and Gateshead is uncommon.  

 

Table 2.2 to 2.4 repeat this analysis for three tenure groups with available data: 

1  owner-occupiers (whether still buying or owning outright) 

2  social-renters (whether with a local authority or housing association landlord) 

3 private-renters (nb. this category also includes any ‘other’ tenure groups, 

such as those living in housing tied to jobs). 

In all the following sections of this report, the results will be presented in this 

same sequence. The values in the Total row provide one way to see the scale 

of the tenure group concerned, within each ADF area. 

 

Table 2.2 shows that there were particularly few owner-occupier moves 

between several pairs of ADF areas (in fact the only non-trivial numbers are all 

flows into or out of Inner West Newcastle). The flows reveal that in all the ADFs 

bar Inner Gateshead many more owner-occupiers have left than have arrived. 

 

Table 2.3 moves the analysis on to the social-renter migrant group which is the 

one which tends to dominate the Outer East ADF area especially. Here again 

the lack of cross-river migration is noticeable, although there is certainly nothing 

new in the idea that local authority tenants do not find it easy to move across 

local authority boundaries. There was also a net inflow of social-renters to the 

Outer East but the social-renter net inflow to the Inner West was much larger. 

 

Table 2.4 shows Inner Gateshead to have significant numbers – although fewer 

than the Inner West – of private-renter migrants, with a notable net inflow too. 

This tenure is rare in North Central and rarer still in the Outer East ADF area. 



 

 
Table 2.1  Flows to and from ADFs by all moving groups 

 

 

 
Table 2.2  Flows to and from ADFs by owner-occupier moving groups 

                            To  [col.] 
From [row]  

Inner 
Gateshead 

Outer East      
Newcastle 

Inner West      
Newcastle 

North Central    
Newcastle 

rest of City 
Region rest of UK 

Total out-
migrant groups 

Inner Gateshead 633 3 27 0 612 128 1403 
Outer East Newcastle 6 215 28 3 291 88 631 
Inner West Newcastle 48 9 479 56 666 558 1816 
North Central Newcastle 15 6 71 158 393 71 714 
rest of City Region 546 197 436 279       
rest of UK 119 42 189 63       
Total in-migrant groups 1367 472 1230 559       

                            To  [col.] 
From [row]  

Inner 
Gateshead 

Outer East 
Newcastle 

Inner West 
Newcastle 

North Central 
Newcastle 

rest of City 
Region rest of UK 

Total out-
migrant groups 

Inner Gateshead 2254 33 78 6 1363 377 4111 
Outer East Newcastle 27 1011 125 55 661 273 2152 
Inner West Newcastle 140 163 2389 154 2253 1345 6444 
North Central Newcastle 42 39 209 571 761 245 1867 
rest of City Region 1389 622 1716 564       
rest of UK 359 285 1677 192       
Total in-migrant groups 4211 2153 6194 1542       



 

 
Table 2.3  Flows to and from ADFs by social-renter moving groups 

                            To  [col.] 
From [row]  

Inner 
Gateshead 

Outer East 
Newcastle 

Inner West 
Newcastle 

North Central 
Newcastle 

rest of City 
Region rest of UK 

Total out-
migrant groups 

Inner Gateshead 1067 24 24 6 474 33 1628 
Outer East Newcastle 9 703 64 43 155 63 1037 
Inner West Newcastle 33 75 889 67 308 112 1484 
North Central Newcastle 12 21 80 356 186 37 692 
rest of City Region 402 265 413 152       
rest of UK 93 108 351 72       
Total in-migrant groups 1616 1196 1821 696       

 

 

 

Table 2.4  Flows to and from ADFs by private-renter moving groups 

                            To  [col.] 
From [row]  

Inner 
Gateshead 

Outer East 
Newcastle 

Inner West 
Newcastle 

North Central 
Newcastle 

rest of City 
Region rest of UK 

Total out-
migrant groups 

Inner Gateshead 554 6 27 0 277 216 1080 
Outer East Newcastle 12 93 33 9 215 122 484 
Inner West Newcastle 59 79 1021 31 1279 675 3144 
North Central Newcastle 15 12 58 57 182 137 461 
rest of City Region 441 160 867 133       
rest of UK 147 135 1137 57       
Total in-migrant groups 1228 485 3143 287       



 

3 HMA Analysis 
 

In this study, the principal analyses are driven by the aim of answering the 

questions which prompted the research: these questions centre on identifying 

which areas the BNG area has substantial migration exchanges with. The way 

these questions will be answered is by finding out where outside the BNG area 

large numbers of current BNG residents seem prepared to move, and from 

where new BNG residents have come. It is in these areas where any major new 

housing developments would be likely to have a displacement effect on the 

BNG housing market; by the same token, these areas’ housing market 

conditions may be affected by major regeneration of the housing market in the 

BNG area. In the policy field there is growing stress (eg. Northern Way 2005) 

on the city region as the wider area for regeneration policy analysis, so the 

zones defined for this study of migration flows into and out of the BNG area 

extend across the Tyne & Wear city region (from Berwick to Wear Valley).  

 

Thus the key question can be formulated as follows:  

which non-BNG parts of the city region capture a high proportion of those 

migrant flows to or from the BNG area? 

The term “high proportion” is taken here to mean at least three-quarters (75%), 

and so a set of areas defined on this basis is termed the 75% catchment for 

that area.  

 

Any area is likely to have a large set of migration exchanges with other areas, 

so the final task is to select a form of analysis which identifies the most sensible 

zones to include within the 75% catchment of that area.  

 

Map 3.1 presents a set of lines of varying thickness between the BNG area and 

all the other zones: these lines’ thickness reflects the relative size of the 

migrant outflow from the BNG area (where thicker lines go to the zones where 

more migrants went). The background shading of each zone reflects the 

balance of its inflows from, and outflows, to the BNG area: the darker the 

zone’s colouring then the larger its net inflow (ie. the extent to which attracted 



 

more moving groups from BNG than it ‘lost’ to the BNG area). Although the 

zones have been designed to be of roughly similar size, their size differences 

do have some effect on this analysis which is simply comparing zones in terms 

of the sheer size of the migration flow from the BNG area. The following list 

reports the zones with the largest inflows of migrant groups from the BNG area. 
8 Jesmond & Heaton 1520
5 High Gateshead 579

10 Newburn & Westerhope 435
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 374

12 Wallsend 280
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 249

11 Longbenton & Killingworth 246
6 Birtley & Whickham 243

13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 174
14 Jarrow & Hebburn 84
34 Cramlington 78

 

Map 3.2 uses the same absolute size criterion for the lines but, in this case, 

looks at flows to the BNG area from each of the other zones in the city region. 

The main point is to show that the difference between the BNG area’s inflows 

and outflows is very slight: Maps 3.1 and 3.2 look to have almost identical sets 

of lines on them. Map 3.2 has background shading which reflects the relative 

importance of the zone’s migration outflow to the BNG area (viz. the flow to the 

BNG as a percentage of all the zone’s outflows). The pattern of shading does 

pick up an important feature of migration flows, which is that more intensive 

links tend to be between nearby areas. The list below shows the largest 

outflows of migrant groups to the BNG area. 
8 Jesmond & Heaton 963
5 High Gateshead 496

10 Newburn & Westerhope 400
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 359
6 Birtley & Whickham 261

12 Wallsend 192
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 156

11 Longbenton & Killingworth 148
13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 129
17 Washington 84
19 Sunderland South 81

 

Map 3.3 responds to the key finding so far – that there are only subtle 

differences between the BNG overall inflows and outflows – by scaling the lines 

by the value obtained by combining the flows in either direction. The advantage 



 

of this approach is that it provides more of a migration exchange measure; it 

also reduces the likely small number problems in the analyses to follow which 

look at the smaller areas and tenure categories. As a result, it is this measure 

which is used to scale the lines on all the maps which follow in this report. The 

actual values for zones with substantial flows to or from the BNG area are 

reported below the maps throughout the rest of this report. 

 

Map 3.3 also shades the zones, with the shading scaled by a measure which 

has been derived by dividing the zone’s combined flow measure (viz: the sum 

of its flows to, and from, the BNG area) by all the zones’ values of this kind. 

This measure was chosen as a way to assess each zone’s contribution to the 

total of the BNG area’s migration exchanges. The disadvantage of this measure 

is that the total value is, in effect, a constant across all zones; the consequence 

is that the shading simply reflects the zone’s flow size which – as has already 

been stressed – is closely determined by the zone’s own size. What this shows 

is that this measure, which might have been thought of as the most suitable 

one for this study, in fact has a ‘bias’ in it which will tend to make the larger 

population zones appear to have stronger links with the BNG area.  

 

The decision reached after these experiments is that the key measure should 

be derived as follows:  

1) count each zone’s migration inflows to, and outflows from, the BNG area 

2) add these flows together  

3) divide this by the sum of that zone’s inflows and outflows to all areas.  

Expressed as a percentage, this value is seen here as measuring the strength 

of the linkage between any city region zone and the BNG area. These linkage 

values avoid the problem of bias due to zone size mentioned above; they are 

reported for all relevant zones below every map in the remainder of this report. 

 

The definition of a 75% catchment starts with calculating these linkage values. 

The next step is to rank all non-BNG zones by this linkage value (as calculated 

on the dataset that is relevant to that analysis). The zones which make up the 

75% catchment are identified by proceeding down this ranking – starting with 



 

the highest – until the zones then included together account for no less than 

75% of all the BNG area’s flows to or from other zones of the city region.  

 

These 75% catchments will be the centre-piece (coloured red) on each of the 

following maps in this report. When looking at the maps, it should then be borne 

in mind that – for the particular analysis reported there – the many zones which 

are not so coloured contribute together less than 25% of all the migrants 

between the BNG area and the rest of the city region. 

 

Each map is followed by the list of zones which make up the 75% catchment. 

The linkage value to the BNG area of each of these zones is shown; the zones 

are listed in declining order of this value because this is the sequence by which 

they are included in the 75% catchment (see above). In addition, the size of the 

actual flow is reported, as is the cumulative percentage of all such flows 

between the BNG area and the rest of the city region.  

 

 



 

Map 3.1  Net inflow, and total inflow, from Bridging NewcastleGateshead 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 
 
 



 

Map 3.2  Flow to Bridging NewcastleGateshead: size and as % of all 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 



 

Map 3.3  Bridging NewcastleGateshead: in/outflow size and linkage value 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 
 



 

4 Overall BNG Results 
 

Map 4.1 shows the results of applying the method to define 75% catchments – 

as set out in the previous section – to the data on all moving groups. The zones 

shaded red together capture 75% of all the moving groups who had moved into 

or out of the BNG area (but not from or to an area outside the city region).  

 

Map 4.1 is immediately followed by a listing of the zones which constitute the 

75% catchment. They are listed in descending order of the linkage value which 

is used to identify the sequence of areas to include in the catchment. The other 

figures provided are the actual number of moving groups migrating between the 

BNG and that zone, and the proportion of all such flows which have been 

covered cumulatively after that zone has been added to all the preceding ones 

in the list. The latter shows the way in which the 75% threshold is reached.  

 

Of the 39 zones which the city region beyond the BNG area has been divided 

into here, just 9 capture 75% of the BNG’s in- and out-migrant moving groups. 

Further highlighting the localised nature of the BNG area’s migration, 6 of these 

9 zones make up the remainder parts of the Newcastle and Gateshead 

borough areas. The other three zones are Newcastle’s neighbours to the east 

and west: the parts of North Tyneside roughly west of the A19 and the southern 

part of Castle Morpeth (including Ponteland).  

 

In the ranking of zones by their intensity of migration linkage with the BNG area 

― the ranking which identifies the candidate zones to be in the 75% catchment 

― Cramlington was the next highest ranked after the 9 identified here. If the 

decision had been to identify the zones capturing not just 75% but 80% of the 

migration exchanges between the BNG area and the rest of the city region, 

then Cramlington would be the first additional zone to include.  

 

As the result of analysing data on all moving groups to/from all the BNG area, 

Map 4.1 is the benchmark for comparison with results of analysing data broken 

down by tenure groups, or data on migration into one specific ADF or another. 



 

Map 4.2 reports the pattern of migration into or out of the BNG area by those 

moving groups who were owner-occupying after their move (nb. it is not known 

what tenure people were in before their move). Due to owner-occupiers making 

up a large proportion of all households – and as the distance of their home 

moves tends to be less than those of private renters but more than the moves 

of social-renters – the broad pattern of owner-occupier moves tends to closely 

match that of all moving groups taken together. Map 4.2 confirms this because 

it reports results which are similar to the ‘benchmark’ analysis of all moving 

groups (Map 4.1).  

 

Map 4.2 provides an answer to the question “where outside the BNG area may 

further new owner-occupier housing affect Pathfinder area market conditions?” 

(Or by the same token, “where might the market conditions be affected if there 

are major successful developments within the BNG area?”) The zones 

capturing 75% of BNG owner-occupier migrants includes all 9 in the benchmark 

results (Map 4.1) plus Cramlington and the Jarrow & Hebburn area. The fact 

two additional zones are included before reaching the 75% threshold shows 

that owner-occupying migrants are slightly more dispersed than is the case for 

all migrant moving groups taken together. 

 

The addition of Cramlington is barely a surprise – because for several decades 

there have been flows of migrants there from the Newcastle area – but the 

Jarrow & Hebburn area is a less obvious inclusion within the set of zones which 

are the main origins or destination area of owner-occupying moving groups. 

This point can also be made about some of the 9 zones which had been 

identified by the benchmark analysis. For example, Wallsend was an unlikely 

area to feature highly in an analysis of owner-occupiers at one time, but recent 

processes such as infill development have led to a more diverse tenure mix. 

Further new developments in these areas may have the same potentially 

significant displacement effects for the BNG area as would those in the areas 

which are more familiar as owner-occupier housing locations. In the same way, 

major owner-occupier housing development in the BNG area could well impact 

on the market conditions in these areas where owner-occupier housing is still 

fairly novel. 



 

 

One reason to pay particular attention to these areas is that housing there will 

be more affordable, whereas fewer households in the BNG area can move into 

an area like Ponteland: the analyses here do show substantial numbers moving 

to higher-cost areas, but this will be at least partly due to the data here having 

to use a ‘best fit’ to the BNG area which includes some quite affluent areas 

(e.g. the southern part of Kenton is included). 

 

Map 4.3 shifts attention to social-renting moving groups. All the 9 zones in the 

‘benchmark’ analysis results are found to be significant here too, but 3 other 

zones are needed to cover 75% of social-renting BNG moving groups.  

Prudhoe & Wylam (in Tynedale) is one, the other two are those parts of Castle 

Morpeth which were not in the Ponteland zone. The inclusion of the whole 

Castle Morpeth district here is rather a surprise given that it extends along 

Druridge Bay to rural and former coalfield villages which are some way beyond 

the Blyth Valley and Wansbeck districts which, in fact, do not figure at all within 

this 75% catchment area. 

 

Map 4.4 completes the sequence by presenting the results of analysing the 

pattern of mobility of migrant households into or out of the BNG area who were 

private-renting after their move. Many of these migrants are students moving 

into the BNG area (n.b those ex-students who in the year prior to Census day 

moved back to parental owner-occupied homes will not be included in this 

particular dataset if they were not private-renting on Census day). Although the 

BNG area excludes Jesmond and Heaton it does cover substantial areas with 

many students; in addition some students living outside the BNG area are 

included in the data by virtue of having lived at an address in the area in the 

previous year. Despite the student effect, the private-renting migrant 

households have a 75% catchment area which is more like the ‘benchmark’ 

results than either of the other two tenure groups. The one difference is in fact 

that the analysis of moving groups in any tenure (Map 3.1) includes 

Longbenton & Killingworth within its 75% catchment area, whereas the private-

renter data analysis reaches the 75% threshold without this zone. 

  



 

Map 4.1  Bridging NewcastleGateshead: all tenure 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment   Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 13.4 1075 11.5

10 Newburn & Westerhope 10.0 835 20.5
8 Jesmond & Heaton 9.3 2483 47.1
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 8.3 733 54.9
6 Birtley & Whickham 7.7 504 60.3
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 6.1 405 64.7

12 Wallsend 4.7 472 69.8
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 4.1 394 74.0
39 Ponteland 3.4 114 75.2



 

Map 4.2  Bridging NewcastleGateshead: owner-occupier 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment   Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 21.4 447 13.1

10 Newburn & Westerhope 17.8 371 23.9
6 Birtley & Whickham 13.5 222 30.4
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 13.0 293 39.0
8 Jesmond & Heaton 9.6 456 52.3

12 Wallsend 8.6 227 58.9
39 Ponteland 8.2 54 60.5

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 7.7 180 65.8
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 6.5 193 71.4
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 5.1 36 72.5
34 Cramlington 4.4 81 74.9
14 Jarrow & Hebburn 3.3 66 76.8



 

Map 4.3  Bridging NewcastleGateshead: social-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 29.2 117 5.0
8 Jesmond & Heaton 28.0 350 19.8
5 High Gateshead 27.2 454 39.1

10 Newburn & Westerhope 21.9 348 53.9
6 Birtley & Whickham 17.4 158 60.6

39 Ponteland 12.9 15 61.2
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 12.4 130 66.8

33 Prudhoe & Wylam 6.5 15 67.4
40 Morpeth 5.6 18 68.2
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 5.5 108 72.7
41 Pegswood & Lynemouth 5.3 25 73.8
12 Wallsend 5.3 105 78.3



 

Map 4.4  Bridging NewcastleGateshead: private-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 30.3 174 4.9
6 Birtley & Whickham 20.3 124 8.4
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 17.6 323 17.5

10 Newburn & Westerhope 17.3 116 20.7
8 Jesmond & Heaton 16.3 1677 67.9
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 13.5 95 70.6

12 Wallsend 10.9 140 74.5
39 Ponteland 10.2 45 75.8



 

5 Inner Gateshead ADF 
 

In this section of the report, and the following three, attention turns from the 

pattern of migration flows to or from the whole BNG area; instead the focus 

becomes sharpened by looking at the pattern of linkages of each ADF alone. 

The results will be described quite briefly, with most of the emphasis on very 

distinctive features of any one set of results so as to avoid tedious repetition. 

Where necessary the description will refer to dataset size: for example, some of 

the ADFs have few dwellings for private-renting so the analyses of this tenure 

group in those areas needs to be interpreted with an awareness of the potential 

small number problems in such analyses. This section of the report continues 

by looking at the first of the ADFs, the one which is south of the river. 

 

Map 5.1 reports the results of analysing the pattern of all migrant groups from 

or to the Gateshead part of the BNG area. The findings can be directly 

compared to the ‘benchmark’ set of results from analysing data on the whole 

BNG area (Map 4.1). Gateshead’s situation south of the river is reflected in the 

pattern of ‘extra’ zones which are included in the Gateshead 75% catchment: 

these form a complete arc to the south of Gateshead which stretches from 

Jarrow through Washington and Chester-le-Street to Stanley (in Derwentside).  

 

The most remarkable feature is that no part of Newcastle is included within the 

75% catchment for the Gateshead ADF zone. This finding reflects the 

increasingly recognised fact that few people migrate between Gateshead and 

Newcastle directly: the peculiarity of this phenomenon is highlighted by the way 

that other areas north of the river are included among the zones with intensive 

migration links with Gateshead ADF (Map 5.1). 

 

Map 5.2 to 5.4 report the equivalent results for each of the three tenure groups 

taken separately. Each of these tenure-specific analyses suggests rather more 

linkage with Newcastle than the overall results had suggested, but different 

combinations of Newcastle zones are important in each case. 

 



 

For owner-occupier migrants to/from Gateshead ADF (Map 5.2), it is the two 

older residential zones of Newcastle that fall within the 75% catchment. To the 

south there are significant flows of owner-occupier migrants to/from the 

Washington zone as well as both the Stanley and Consett areas (Derwentside).  

 

Turning to the social-renting migrants, Map 5.3 shows that they are 

concentrated in rather few zones and these including neither of the older areas 

of Newcastle (whereas the Gosforth zone is included). To the south it is the 

Chester-le-Street area which proves to have the high level of linkage with the 

Inner Gateshead ADF for this tenure group.   

 

The pattern of private-renting migrants to or from the Gateshead ADF is very 

different in that the 75% catchment stretches across a large number of zones  

from Blyth in the north to Hetton-le-Hole in the south, and from Wylam in the 

west to Whitburn in the east (Map 5.4). 



 

 
Map 5.1  Inner Gateshead ADF: all tenure 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 22.2 962 35.0
6 Birtley & Whickham 12.8 405 49.7
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 5.8 238 58.3

14 Jarrow & Hebburn 2.0 97 61.8
17 Washington 1.8 94 65.3
22 Stanley 1.7 75 68.0
21 Chester-le-Street 1.3 66 70.4
39 Ponteland 1.2 15 70.9
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.2 72 73.5
12 Wallsend 1.1 63 75.8



 

Map 5.2  Inner Gateshead ADF: owner-occupier 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 19.3 403 34.8
6 Birtley & Whickham 10.4 171 49.6
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 3.8 89 57.3

14 Jarrow & Hebburn 2.2 44 61.1
17 Washington 1.9 52 65.5
22 Stanley 1.8 36 68.7
39 Ponteland 1.4 9 69.4
23 Consett 1.2 21 71.2
10 Newburn & Westerhope 1.2 24 73.3

8 Jesmond & Heaton 1.1 52 77.8



 

Map 5.3  Inner Gateshead ADF: social-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 24.5 409 46.7
6 Birtley & Whickham 15.1 137 62.3
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 8.1 85 72.0

39 Ponteland 2.6 3 72.4
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 2.2 9 73.4

21 Chester-le-Street 1.8 21 75.8



 

Map 5.4  Inner Gateshead ADF: private-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
5 High Gateshead 26.1 150 20.9
6 Birtley & Whickham 15.9 97 34.4
7 Blaydon & Chopwell 9.1 64 43.3

17 Washington 3.7 27 47.1
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 3.3 33 51.7
14 Jarrow & Hebburn 3.3 24 55.0
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 2.5 6 55.8
22 Stanley 2.4 24 59.2
10 Newburn & Westerhope 2.4 16 61.4
21 Chester-le-Street 2.1 18 63.9
20 Houghton & Hetton 2.0 15 66.0
16 Boldon & Whitburn 1.9 6 66.9
12 Wallsend 1.6 21 69.8
34 Cramlington 1.1 6 70.6
15 South Shields 1.1 18 73.1



 

36 Blyth 1.0 9 74.4
35 Seaton Delavel 1.0 3 74.8

9 Gosforth & Dinnington 1.0 18 77.3



 

6 Outer East ADF 
 

This part of the BNG area is one of 3 ADFs in Newcastle and covers substantial 

tracts of social-renting property in Byker and Walker plus some adjacent parts 

of the city. Map 6.1 reveals that the principal areas having migration exchanges 

with the Outer East are all north of the river. This very clear cut pattern shown 

by the 75% catchment is emphasised by its extending to Tynemouth and all 

other parts of North Tyneside: these areas by the coast are substantially further 

away than parts of Gateshead are to the Outer East ADF area.  

 

Map 6.2 shows only slight differences in the equivalent pattern of movement 

into or out of the Outer East area by owner-occupying migrants. Few such 

migrants move to or from the Gosforth part of Newcastle while at the same time 

there were quite strong links with the Seaton Delavel area (Blyth Valley) and 

also Whickham & Birtley south of the river. These relatively minor variations 

from the overall pattern (Map 6.1) may not warrant too detailed attention, given 

that owner-occupying does not dominate in the Outer East as it does 

elsewhere. 

 

Map 6.3 reports the results for the Outer East of analysing the movement 

pattern of social-renting migrants. It is not surprising that the pattern is closely 

similar to that of all migrants to/from this ADF area (Map 6.1) because in the 

Outer East the social-renting tenure group makes up much of the total picture. 

There are in fact just two differences: the social-renting analysis reveals rather 

stronger linkage with the Blaydon & Chopwell area of Gateshead and also with 

the part of Castle Morpeth district to the north and east of the county town itself. 

The latter includes the remnant of the Northumberland coalfield near 

Lynemouth plus some former pit villages south of Amble: local knowledge may 

be able to explain its relative significance in these migration patterns. 

 

Map 6.4 shows that – despite their relatively scarcity in the Outer East overall –  

private-renters have a migration pattern which does not differ very substantially 

from those of the other tenure groups. One small but interesting detail is that 



 

the Newburn & Westhope part of Newcastle is not merely missing from the 75% 

catchment of the Outer East: in fact the 2001 Census recorded not a single 

private-renting moving groups which had moved in either direction between 

these two zones of the city, even though they are just a few kilometres apart. 

 
Map 6.1  Outer East Newcastle ADF: all tenure 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment   Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
12 Wallsend 4.4 259 20.2

8 Jesmond & Heaton 2.5 410 52.1
10 Newburn & Westerhope 1.8 78 58.2
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.7 102 66.2
39 Ponteland 1.5 18 67.6

9 Gosforth & Dinnington 0.9 42 70.8
13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 0.8 75 76.7



 

Map 6.2  Outer East Newcastle ADF: owner-occupier 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
12 Wallsend 4.9 129 26.4

8 Jesmond & Heaton 2.5 119 50.8
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.8 54 61.9
39 Ponteland 1.4 9 63.7
10 Newburn & Westerhope 1.3 27 69.3
35 Seaton Delavel 0.8 6 70.5

6 Birtley & Whickham 0.7 12 73.0
13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 0.7 36 80.3



 

Map 6.3  Outer East Newcastle ADF: social-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment   Zone Linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
8 Jesmond & Heaton 10.6 132 31.4

10 Newburn & Westerhope 3.2 51 43.6
12 Wallsend 2.7 53 56.2
39 Ponteland 2.6 3 56.9

9 Gosforth & Dinnington 2.2 9 59.0
13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 1.6 27 65.5
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.5 30 72.6
41 Pegswood & Lynemouth 1.5 7 74.3

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 1.1 12 77.1



 

Map 6.4  Outer East Newcastle ADF: private-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 
 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
12 Wallsend 6.0 77 20.5
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.8 18 25.3

8 Jesmond & Heaton 1.5 159 67.7
39 Ponteland 1.4 6 69.3
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 1.2 3 70.1

9 Gosforth & Dinnington 1.1 21 75.7



 

7 Inner West ADF 
 

The most distinctive feature of this part of the BNG area is that includes a 

substantial share of the main student areas in the city. This feature plays a very 

important part in any explanations of the patterns which emerge from analysing 

its migration exchanges with other parts of the city region. This is one reason 

why a breakdown of the analyses by tenure groups can be particularly valuable. 

More specifically, the fact that a very large proportion of students are included 

within the private-renting category means that the other two categories are far 

less influenced by the very distinctive mobility of students. 

 

Map 7.1 shows the result of analysing together migrants from all tenure groups. 

By comparison to the ‘benchmark’ results (Map 4.1), a notably more extensive 

area is included within the 75% catchment (although this is at least partly 

because the areas included are more rural so they appear much larger). At the 

same time, some relatively nearby parts of Tyneside such as Wallsend and the 

parts of Gateshead outside the BNG area are not intensively linked with the 

Inner West ADF area. In fact it has stronger linkages with Cramlington and 

areas of Northumberland even beyond Hexham and Morpeth: it is not possible 

to know from this analysis whether these migration links – which of course may 

be either into or out of the BNG area – tend to be mostly with the more affluent 

parts of these commuter hinterland areas. 

 

Map 7.2 reflects the fact that owner-occupying migrants play a substantial role 

in producing the overall pattern, because their 75% catchment area is only one 

zone different from that of all migrants (n.b. it is Wallsend which is included for 

owner-occupiers but not for all migrants).  

 

Map 7.3 provides the rather unexpected finding that social-renters’ migrants 

from or to the Inner West have a very similar extensive pattern of movement. 

The areas which contribute to the 75% catchment not only include Wallsend but 

also Tynemouth and other parts of North Tyneside at the coast.  

 



 

The contrast could scarcely be more marked between the above extensive 

Inner West migration exchanges and the results when the analysis shifts to the 

pattern of private-renters moving into or out of the area. This contrast can only 

be understood by focussing on the mobility of students. 

 Many students have moved in to or out of the area from beyond the city 

region and they, it must be stressed, are excluded from this analysis.  

 Other students who move have done so between the different addresses 

in the city where they lived for different years of their time studying.  

The effect of all these processes is that many private-renting migrants between 

the Inner West and other parts of the city region will only move a short distance. 

for example, some will have spent their first year in Castle Leazes Hall (in the 

Inner West) and then moved to Jesmond in their second year.  

 

Map 7.4 shows that, as a result, the Inner West private-renter 75% catchment 

comprises just the 3 non-BNG zones in Newcastle! In fact, the zone which 

includes Jesmond alone captures not far off two-thirds of all private-renters who 

move to or from the Inner West ADF area. Of course, students are not a major 

influence in many of the least advantaged parts of this area, so the relatively 

mobile private-renter population in areas like Elswick must either be moving 

within the Inner West itself ― and so not included in this analysis – or to other 

parts of the city (e.g. Heaton).  



 

Map 7.1  Inner West Newcastle ADF: all tenure 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
8 Jesmond & Heaton 10.7 1737 43.8

10 Newburn & Westerhope 10.4 454 55.2
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 7.8 351 64.0

39 Ponteland 4.2 51 65.3
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 3.6 42 66.4

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 2.5 104 69.0
32 Hexhamshire 2.1 58 70.5

6 Birtley & Whickham 2.1 66 72.1
40 Morpeth 2.0 36 73.0
34 Cramlington 1.9 60 74.6
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.9 112 77.4



 

Map 7.2  Inner West Newcastle ADF: owner-occupier 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
10 Newburn & Westerhope 10.3 214 19.4

8 Jesmond & Heaton 4.6 219 39.3
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 4.4 98 48.2

33 Prudhoe & Wylam 3.4 24 50.4
39 Ponteland 2.7 18 52.0

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 2.6 61 57.5
32 Hexhamshire 2.2 31 60.3
34 Cramlington 2.1 39 63.9
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.8 55 68.9
40 Morpeth 1.5 15 70.2
12 Wallsend 1.4 36 73.5

6 Birtley & Whickham 1.3 21 75.4



 

Map 7.3  Inner West Newcastle ADF: social-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
8 Jesmond & Heaton 12.3 154 21.4
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 12.0 48 28.0

10 Newburn & Westerhope 11.3 180 53.0
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 6.5 15 55.1
39 Ponteland 5.2 6 55.9
40 Morpeth 3.8 12 57.6
41 Pegswood & Lynemouth 2.6 12 59.2

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 2.3 24 62.6
6 Birtley & Whickham 2.0 18 65.0

13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton 2.0 33 69.6
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.4 27 73.4
12 Wallsend 1.4 27 77.1



 

Map 7.4  Inner West Newcastle ADF: private-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone Linkage flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
8 Jesmond & Heaton 13.3 1364 63.6
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 11.2 205 73.1

10 Newburn & Westerhope 8.9 60 75.9



 

8 North Central ADF 
 

This part of the BNG area has a largely post-war housing stock in which there 

is some hard-to-let social-renting housing and also much owner-occupier stock 

(n.b. the latter includes some housing which is very highly valued, mainly within 

areas which do not lie in the strictly defined BNG area but are part of wards 

making up the ‘best fit’ to that area used for these analyses).  

 

Map 8.1 reveals that the pattern of the North Central area’s migration 

exchanges is localised. Outside the BNG area, the only non-Newcastle zones 

which contribute to the North Central 75% catchment area are Blaydon & 

Chopwell (Gateshead), Ponteland (Castle Morpeth), parts of North Tyneside 

west of the A19 and Cramlington (Blyth Valley).  

 

Map 8.2 shows a very similar pattern of linkages for owner-occupier migrants: 

the only difference is within Gateshead where the owner-occupier migrants 

tend to move from or to Whickham or the southern parts of the Borough rather 

than the Blaydon & Chopwell area. 

 

Map 8.3 reveals that no non-BNG zone in Gateshead plays a major part in the 

migration of social-renters moving to or from the North Central ADF area. 

Wallsend too is missing from the area’s social-renter 75% catchment area, 

whilst Longbenton & Killingworth – together with Cramlington – have substantial 

social-renter migration linkages with this part of the BNG area. The only other 

zone to be identified as having notable social-renter migration exchanges with 

North Central are those parts of Castle Morpeth district north or south of the 

county town itself and its near surroundings; the two zones involved are the 

Ponteland area which has been a near-universal feature of these analyses, 

plus the coastal part of the district round Pegswood & Lynemouth which has 

been seen on other social-renter migration analyses here. 

 

Map 8.4 is the final one in this report, and covers private-renter migration from 

or to the North Central area. It shows a pattern which is not readily interpreted, 



 

until the point is made that the North Central area includes only a very small 

amount of private-renter housing. As a result, the few such flows in the dataset 

will be mostly households who left North Central housing of different tenures 

and became private-renters outside the BNG area. In fact, the largest flow with 

a zone outside Newcastle is of just 12 moving groups. Analysing such small 

numbers tends to emphasise any flow at all which goes to a zone with a small 

population (e.g. Upper Tynedale or Boldon & Whitburn) since these very small 

flows make up a larger proportion of the total flows in or out of small zones than 

they do of the total flows to or from zones with larger populations. 



 

Map 8.1  North Central Newcastle ADF: all tenure 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone Linkage Flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 6.6 295 22.3

10 Newburn & Westerhope 5.9 257 41.7
39 Ponteland 2.5 30 43.9
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.8 108 52.1
34 Cramlington 1.2 39 55.0

8 Jesmond & Heaton 1.2 191 69.4
12 Wallsend 1.0 57 73.7

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 0.9 36 76.5



 

Map 8.2  North Central Newcastle ADF: owner-occupier 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage Flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 7.3 165 24.6

10 Newburn & Westerhope 5.1 106 40.3
39 Ponteland 2.7 18 43.0
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 2.1 63 52.4

8 Jesmond & Heaton 1.4 66 62.2
12 Wallsend 1.3 35 67.4
34 Cramlington 1.2 21 70.5

6 Birtley & Whickham 1.1 18 73.2
5 High Gateshead 0.9 18 75.9



 

Map 8.3  North Central Newcastle ADF: social-renter 75% catchment  

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage Flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
9 Gosforth & Dinnington 12.7 51 15.1

10 Newburn & Westerhope 7.0 111 47.9
8 Jesmond & Heaton 3.4 43 60.7

39 Ponteland 2.6 3 61.5
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.7 33 71.3
34 Cramlington 1.5 12 74.9
41 Pegswood & Lynemouth 1.3 6 76.6



 

Map 8.4  North Central Newcastle ADF: private-renter 75% catchment 

 
Annex 3 has the complete set of zone codes 

75% catchment    Zone linkage Flow no. 
%cumulative 

flow
10 Newburn & Westerhope 6.0 40 12.7

9 Gosforth & Dinnington 4.3 79 37.8
39 Ponteland 2.0 9 40.6

7 Blaydon & Chopwell 1.3 9 43.5
33 Prudhoe & Wylam 1.2 3 44.4
11 Longbenton & Killingworth 1.2 12 48.3
34 Cramlington 1.1 6 50.2
12 Wallsend 0.9 12 54.0
16 Boldon & Whitburn 0.9 3 54.9
31 Upper Tynedale 0.9 6 56.8
41 Pegswood & Lynemouth 0.8 3 57.8

8 Jesmond & Heaton 0.8 82 83.8



 

9 Summary and Evaluation 
 

The analyses reported here have been experimental, in that they depend upon 

techniques which were devised for the first time for this research.  That said, 

the findings recognisably reflect known features of the local housing market and 

migration patterns (e.g. the distinct absence of much migration between 

Newcastle and Gateshead). On this basis, substantial confidence can be 

placed on other results where there is less prior knowledge to check the 

findings against. The two limitations which must be stressed here relate to the 

data available:  

 the lesser problem is that the ‘best fit’ to wards will have introduced 

some distortions into the analyses, 

  the larger difficulty is that the student effect on the data has to be borne 

in mind with some of the results; this is a particularly acute problem for 

the private-renter analyses in a couple of the ADF areas. 

 

Despite these limitations, clear findings emerge. One of the most distinct is that 

all four ADFs saw a net out-migration of owner-occupiers in the 2000-1 period. 

This loss of owner-occupiers was strongest in Newcastle’s Inner West where 

there was also a strong net in-migration of private-renter moving groups. 

 

In answer to the key questions about the spatial scale of possible displacement 

effect around the BNG area, the analyses have mapped “75% catchments” that 

indicate the primary areas of migration to and from the whole of the BNG area 

and also each of its constituent ADF areas. There is a fairly consistent picture 

of local patterns of migration. Particularly clear are flows connecting BNG and 

 the non-BNG parts of Gateshead and Newcastle  

 Chester-le-Street and some adjacent areas including Washington and 

Jarrow & Hebburn (for the Gateshead ADF area) 

 western and central parts of North Tyneside  

 southern parts of Castle Morpeth plus Cramlington (for Newcastle ADFs). 

 



 

The variations between the different ADF areas’ 75% catchments are not 

difficult to understand in most instances. The patterns of flows to and from the 

Inner West are the most distinctive, in part due to the student effect. There are 

also recognisable differences between the patterns of flows for different tenure 

categories for the same area. It is hoped that these detailed results provide 

material which is directly relevant to the process of policy-making within BNG 

and also, as appropriate, its partners.   
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Annex 1 Key features of the 2001 Census migration dataset 

 
The research uses the 2001 Census migration datasets which are the most 
consistently collected available source of information about movers’ origins and 
destinations, providing reasonable geographical detail and also characteristics 
of migrants, most notably their housing tenure after their change of address. 
Readers of this report need to be aware of key features of the data in order not 
to over-interpret the findings.  
 
In the 2001 Census (for the first time) migration includes moves of students 
from parental home to term-time residence, and also moves of graduates from 
term-time residence to their post-university destination (as well as moves from 
one place to another between different years at university). For university cities 
like Newcastle and Durham the impact of the ‘hyper-mobility’ of students on the 
data in certain areas is clearly substantial but it can neither be measured nor 
removed from the analyses here because the cross-tabulations which would 
have been needed to make this possible are not available. 
 
Census data does not capture people who left Britain in the pre-Census year. 
Nor does it capture multiple moves during the year, including those of a migrant 
moving away and then back to the same address. In addition, over 6% of all 
migrants have to be excluded from the analysis because their whereabouts 
before moving is not known.  
 
The One Number Census process imputed records for some 6% of residents 
that were estimated not to appear on a Census form (and the latest population 
estimates suggest that even after this the Census omitted some 0.25m people). 
Judging by previous Census evidence (because a similar survey was not 
carried out in 2001), 1 in 10 migrants may not have declared their moves. 
 
The dataset has been subject to disclosure controls to protect confidentiality, 
and the Small Cell Adjustment Method (SCAM) is particularly important here. 
Any cell count which originally was 1 and 2 was changed to 0 or 3 (nb. it was 
not necessarily rounded to the nearer value). The majority of all non-zero cells 
in the migration data will have been 1 or 2 so the SCAM will have very 
substantially changed this dataset’s values. The assumption here is that the 
analyses combine enough cells and wards for the values to become something 
close to those which would have been produced with the original data.   



 

Annex 2 Assignment of 2001 Census wards to ADFs 
 
The analyses here use wards which, although reporting 2001 Census data, are 
those which were extant at the end of 2002 in fact. The requirement then was 
to create a ‘best fit’ of these wards to ADFs in which the bulk of each included 
ward’s migrants live within the ADF’s boundary as it is accurately defined.  
 
BNG supplied ADF boundaries in ARC/info format, so the first step was to then 
identify 2001 Census Output Areas (OAs) falling within any of the ADFs. 
Census data on the number of in-migrants per OA then provided the basis for 
calculating for each ward the share of its total in-migrants who live in OAs lying 
within each ADFs (eg. 8% in ADF X and 6% in ADF Y plus 86% not in ADFs).  
 
The last step was determining what constituted the bulk of a ward’s migrants. 
This was carried out in consultation with BNG staff and partners. Clearly all 
wards for which the share in an ADF was 100% had to be included; in the end 
the judgement was that the threshold for inclusion should go below 50% as the 
exclusion of any significant numbers of relevant migrants was considered more 
of a problem than the inclusion of some who did not within any ADF area. 
 
The following lists show the result of the process (with Census ward codes). 

Gateshead ADF 
00CHFA Bede    00CHFB Bensham 
00CHFJ Dunston    00CHFK Felling 
00CHFH Deckham    00CHFQ Pelaw and Heworth 
00CHFS Saltwell    00CHFT Teams 
 
Outer East Newcastle ADF 
00CJFC Byker    00CJFQ Monkchester 
00CJFX Walker    00CJFY Walkergate 
 
North Central Newcastle ADF 
00CJFB Blakelaw    00CJFH Fawdon 
00CJFN Kenton 
 
Inner West Newcastle ADF 
00CJFA Benwell    00CJFG Elswick 
00CJFJ Fenham    00CJFR Moorside 
00CJFU Scotswood    00CJFZ West City 
00CJGB Wingrove 



 

Annex 3 Zone codes used on the maps 

 

code area (part) Local Authority 
  1 Inner Gateshead ADF Gateshead   [BNG] 
  2 Outer East Newcastle ADF Newcastle   [BNG] 
  3 Inner West Newcastle ADF Newcastle   [BNG] 
  4 North Central Newcastle ADF Newcastle   [BNG] 
  5 High Gateshead Gateshead 
  6 Birtley & Whickham Gateshead 
  7 Blaydon & Chopwell Gateshead 
  8 Jesmond & Heaton Newcastle 
  9 Gosforth & Dinnington Newcastle 
10 Newburn & Westerhope Newcastle 
11 Longbenton & Killingworth North Tyneside 
12 Wallsend North Tyneside 
13 Tynemouth & Monkseaton North Tyneside 
14 Jarrow & Hebburn South Tyneside 
15 South Shields South Tyneside 
16 Boldon & Whitburn South Tyneside 
17 Washington Sunderland 
18 Sunderland North Sunderland 
19 Sunderland South Sunderland 
20 Houghton & Hetton Sunderland 
21 Chester-le-Street Chester-le-Street 
22 Stanley Derwentside 
23 Consett Derwentside 
24 Lanchester Derwentside 
25 Durham City Durham 
26 Brandon & Sherburn Durham 
27 Seaham & Murton Easington 
28 Peterlee & Easington Easington 
29 Sedgefield Sedgefield 
30 Wear Valley Wear Valley 
31 Upper Tynedale Tynedale 
32 Hexhamshire Tynedale 
33 Prudhoe & Wylam Tynedale 
34 Cramlington Blyth Valley 
35 Seaton Delavel Blyth Valley 
36 Blyth Blyth Valley 
37 Bedlington & Stakeford Wansbeck 
38 Ashington & Newbiggin Wansbeck 
39 Ponteland Castle Morpeth 
40 Morpeth Castle Morpeth 
41 Lynemouth & Pegswood Castle Morpeth 
42 Alnwick Alnwick 
43 Berwick Berwick 
44 the remainder of the United Kingdom 

 


